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FFii ee ll dd TThheeoorryy ooff MMaaccrrooeeccoonnoommii ccss
General Theory on Economic Growth in Substitutional Competition

(Makroökonomische Feldtheorie: Allgemeine Theorie des ökonomischen Wachstums in Substitutionskonkurrenz, 2011 )

Field theory usually refers to a construction of the dynamics of a field, i .e. a specification of
how a field changes with time or with respect to other components of the field. Usually this

is done by writing a Lagrangian and the dynamics can be obtained by using the action

principle. A convenient way of classifying a field is by its symmetries and invariances. This
idea can apply to every basic realworld observations.
Noether's theorem gives a precise description of this relation. I t states that each

continuous symmetry of a system implies that some property of that system is conserved

and vica versa. The theorem was proved by Emmy Noether and published in 1 91 8.

Noether's theorem has become a fundamental tool of modern theoretical physics and the
calculus of variations. I t is important, both because of the insight it gives into conservation

laws, and also as a practical calculational tool. I t al lows researchers to determine the

conserved quantities from the observed symmetries of any system.

Samples from Physics: Electrodynamics, Mechanics, Gravity, Quantumdynamics (Well, it's
not A theory, it's THE theory.)
Now let's apply the “mother of all theories” to Economics! Email : heribert.genreith@t-onl ine.de

Wiki to the Theory: http: //www.genreith.de/doku
OOnn wwhhiicchh HHyyppootthheessiiss rreelliieess tthhee GGeenneerraall FFiieelldd TThheeoorryy ooff MMaaccrrooeeccoonnoommiiccss??

The only one you have to take into account for the general theory is the well known quantity equation.
Which means it has just only to be assumed, that MV=HP holds at least local ly at any special time tx. Nothing more.

The rest of the procedure is just standard field theory with variational calculus.
The outcome after variational calculus then is (among others) the globally val id non-l inear differential quantity equation.

To find solutions to such highly nonlinear differential equations is not an easy task.
But in most practical cases rel iable l inearization can be used which leads to the equations of the Special Field Theory of Macroeconomics.

In such cases only the rules for allowed simplifications (e.g. linearization) have to be obeyed.
HHooww tthhee ggeenneerraall tthheeoorryy wwoorrkkss......

...first splitting into the two main parts:

...now generalizing to splittinginto any number of products:

PredatorPreySymmetry and SpiralSymmetry: Competition by substitution means
that a new product A must first have its business
success at the expense of other products B. Growth
is first a result of loans and at best secondary to
technical approvements. This is directly related to an
global symmetry:

GDP Growth is limited by total capital stock:

Symmetry: Preservation of the Tangent Angle
Makes possible to derive nonlinear equations for monetary
velocity:

RotationalStretchingSymmetry:
Trade and Inflation go fundamental ly hand in hand

Commutator Symmetry:
Hints to calculate average interest rates of an economy

HHooww tthhee ssppeecciiaall tthheeoorryy wwoorrkkss......
The complexity of theory can be reduced a lot by some

simplifications and linearizing. Even the most simplified model

but gives surprisingly good results. The accuracy but can be

boosted to any desired precision if one incorporates good

informations. This are especial ly the accurate official numbers

as for the total amount of al l assets, the fraction of Banks-own-

business and loans to real economy, and the exact contribution

to and from the international economies. This data are but not

accurate available for every country. Mostly official data are

fragmentary or of bad quality. The much easier handling of the

special theory leads to a lot of new economic insights. Only

some samples can be presented here for brevity.

Check the model for confromity with the quantity equation:

Model with FRG population growth included.
The strongest effect results from the inclusion of the
German Democratic Republik in 1 990.
The more parameters, the more accuracy.

HHooww tthhee ggeenneerraall tthheeoorryy wwoorrkkss......

TThhee WWoorrlldd''ss GGlloobbaall EEccoonnoommyy......

. . .works for every country, even in crisis.

. . .dependencies of economies can be handled

CCPPII aanndd nnaattiioonnaall ddeebbtt

CCrriissiiss AAnnaallyyssiiss

CCrriissiiss SSllooppeess aanndd BBuubbbblleess......

FFllaawwss ooff ccllaassssiiccaall mmooddeellss......
FIRST: Not to include private assets / debt

into the calculation!

SECOND: over-simplificated models,
mostly not using the appropriate mathematical gadgets.

SSuubbssttiittuuttiioonnaall EEccoonnoommyy......




